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Abstract—Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) are at the core of high performance multi-processor systems-on-chips. As the number of cores and sub-systems on chip grow, the size and complexity of NoCs increase as well. Due to the process variation, aging effects and soft-errors in current and expected future process generations, the probability of failure in the NoCs rises and has to be fought at all levels: circuit, architecture, and communication protocols.

This paper discusses appropriate fault models for NoCs and their effects on the architecture and network levels. A method to design fault-tolerant NoCs comprising of techniques at the link level, the routing level, and the end-to-end level of the communication is presented. In addition, the proposed method offers an isolation technique where the computing cores are decoupled from the faults in the network. This technique avoids or at least attenuates the severe impacts of faults on the network performance and functionality. These point techniques are combined together to design fault-tolerant and reliable NoCs.

I. INTRODUCTION

With technology scaling, process variation, wear-out effects, IR drop, thermal hotspots and other phenomena are increasingly challenging. Rather than striving for a perfect chip, it may be more effective to allow failures sometimes to happen and tolerate them. Three steps are required to provide fault tolerance: detection, diagnosis, correction/reconfiguration. In Network-on-Chip (NoC), fault can be detected and handled at several layers in the communication stack and at different places. Link-level error coding, fault-tolerant routing and end-to-end retransmission are three types of point techniques that are located in different layers and components. Although there is a plethora of publications describing these point techniques [1], attempts to combine several of them into a complete solution are rare.

In this work, we cover detection, diagnosis, and correction and formulate a comprehensive design flow for providing a complete solution for a fault-tolerant NoC (FT NoC). In particular we make the following contributions:

1) A layered fault model is described and a fault notation is proposed to describe the faults at the circuit layer.
2) We propose a comprehensive design flow to cover all types of faults, all communication layers and all components.

3) We demonstrate the flow by realizing a partial FT NoC that covers only the datapath links between routers.
4) We compare fault detection and fault-tolerant methods with respect to their capacity for dealing with transient, intermittent and permanent faults.

II. RELATED WORK

The common goal of all fault-tolerant techniques is to increase the reliability but at the cost of larger area, power, and delay. A fault-tolerant design for NoCs can be discussed at different layers (physical, data link and transport layer) and for different types of faults, i.e. transient, permanent, and intermittent. There are many proposed techniques in literature targeting isolated problems while there are few attempts proposing a comprehensive solution for the reliability of the NoC platform as a whole [1]. This section covers a small portion of different attempts.

Faults may change the content of a packet, for example a bit flip caused by the low noise margin [2], the electromagnetic coupling effects [3], or the crosstalk [4]. The faults on the data path of the routers can be detected and possibly corrected using Error Detecting Codes (EDC) and Error Correcting Codes (ECC) such as hamming codes [5][6]. Complex coding techniques provide a higher correctness and are even capable of correcting burst errors, but the increasing on execution time limits their protection capability [7]. Data redundancy mechanisms such as retransmission at the Link-to-Link or End-to-End levels are also well-known solutions to tackle faulty packets [8][6]. The End-to-End retransmission, however, significantly increases packet latency besides the need of a supporting infrastructure such as an Ack/Nack protocol.

Unlike the faults affecting the content of packets, faults in the control path of the routers are hard to detect and can barely be tolerated. A fault (e.g. stuck-at-1 or stuck-at-0) in the control path may lead to the miscalculation of the routing algorithm or a wrong connection between the input and output ports. When these faults occur, packets may be forwarded to a wrong direction and eventually lead to the deadlock or livelock. A common solution to overcome these types of faults is to disable the faulty components and employ a proper routing algorithm to bypass the disabled faulty links [9][10][11], routers [12], or both[13][14][15]. In almost all of these methods, to deal with the deadlock, the
network operation has to be stopped and the system has to be reset. The new topology is then discovered during the setup period and then the network can start working again under a new configuration. Some proposals avoid the costly reset [15][13][14]. However, some packets might be lost in the transition phase but the network is protected from entering any deadlock situation without being reset.

Redundancy techniques such as the triple modular redundancy or multiple data sampling are also well-known and can be adapted to NoCs [16]. A rigorous analysis on the use of spare wires and cores to replace defective ones is performed in [8], suggesting that the effective yield of the chip and its overall cost can be significantly improved by using redundant modules. The redundancy techniques are popularly used in safety-critical systems and typically avoided in non-critical systems due to their large overhead.

In [16], several approaches such as architectural solutions and retransmission techniques have been proposed and combined together to improve the reliability of the network against transient faults. To avoid costly end-to-end retransmission, the hop-by-hop retransmission scheme is used. In this approach, a flit transmission over a link takes 3 cycles including 1 cycle for detecting an error, 1 cycle for sending an acknowledgement, and 1 cycle for the transmission itself. In addition, to overcome the faults in the router logics, a mechanism to detect the deadlock and recovery from this situation is proposed, which has a considerable latency overhead. In general, although different approaches are carefully designed and combined to satisfy the low area and power overhead, they are not suitable to tackle permanent faults due to large latency penalties.

In Bulletproof [17], different techniques such as triple modular redundancy, end-to-end error detection and resource sparing are combined. Combinations of techniques at different levels such as the system level, component level, and gate level are examined and the tradeoff between area, power, latency, and reliability are reported accordingly. Bulletproof offers a design space exploration but it lacks a comprehensive method satisfying different tradeoffs.

Before dealing with a fault, it must be detected. Many of the fault detection methods rely on off-line testing mechanisms [18][19][20]. However, faults caused by temporary conditions such as overheating, IR-drop, and wear-out can be hardly detected by off-line testing. This is mainly because of the difficulty in creating similar working conditions in a dynamic environment and designing a proper testing mechanism for them. Built-in self-test (BIST) is a common mechanism in digital circuits to detect faults at run-time [9][21][22][19].

NoCAlert [23] provides a comprehensive on-line and real-time fault detection mechanism specific to the NoC platform. It employs a group of lightweight micro-checker modules that collectively implement real-time hardware assertions. The checkers operate concurrently with the normal NoC operation and are capable of detecting a wide range of faults instantaneously.

In this paper, we suggest a combination of fault-tolerant techniques at different layers which are complementary to each other in order to achieve reliability against transient, intermittent and permanent faults at run time. The area, power, and delay overheads are taken into consideration when choosing the techniques.

### III. Fault Model

#### A. Layer structure of fault model

Fault models are categorized according to three different layers (as shown in Table I): physical layer, circuit layer, and network layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: Layer structure of fault model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Layer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physical level.** Continuous models describe the physical phenomena leading to misbehavior. They are rooted in the physical laws governing the operation of the devices.

**Circuit level.** The errors of circuit output value are defined as faults in circuit layer. The faults in circuit layer have three aspects (as shown in Table I). The first aspect, called “value”, focuses on the changes of value, including stuck-at-0, stuck-at-1 and reversal. The second aspect, called “Occurrence”, describes the time aspect of faults (see examples in Figure 1). “Location” distinguishes between data path and control path.

SEU (Single Event Upset) and thermal breakdown, lead to functional faults of transistors and result in wrong output values. High temperature, IR-drop, and process variation cause delay fluctuations, which may also result in the errors of output values. Aging phenomena typically start with increasing delays but eventually lead to functional faults.

The relationship between faults in the physical layer and circuit layer are a many-to-many mapping. For example, high temperature can lead to intermittent faults and can also result in permanent damage to a circuit. IR-drop can lead to transient faults when the computation load changes rapidly, or can lead to intermittent faults when the power grid has fluctuations.

**Network layer.** Network behavior disorder is the abstraction of circuit level faults considering the meaning behind the binary values. Many kinds of network faults have been defined, like mis-routing, packet damage, data error, deadlock, and so on [23].

As network layer faults are highly diverse and depend on the particular behavior and component. Of concern, we have not identified a unified, elegant fault model. Hence, we find network layer fault models are unsuitable to guide the selection and design of NoC fault-tolerant methods. Circuit layer faults are abstractions of physical effects, but there is no simple and direct relation. Since circuit level faults have the virtue to be simple and can be uniformly applied to all components and functions in the network, we use a circuit level fault model as the basis for design and evaluation of a fault-tolerant NoC.

#### B. Fault models in circuit layer

An error is described as \( FM = \{P_O, P_L, P_R, e\} \), in which \( e \) is the type of fault, \( P_O \), \( P_L \), and \( P_R \) describe the temporal and spatial distribution of faults by defining
the occupation probability, impact probability and recovery probability, respectively. These three parameters can be a constant value or a function. Faults can recover naturally when the causing condition (like high temperature or low voltage) ends. \( P_R \) describes duration before the recovery, by defining the expectation of the duration as \( \frac{1}{P_R} \). Transient faults usually recover quickly, intermittent faults recovery may take longer, while permanent faults never recover. \( P_L \) is only relevant to intermittent faults and describes the probability that the fault actually changes the value of a signal. When an intermittent fault occurs and if \( P_L \) is 0.5, there is a 50% chance that a value is changed in a particular cycle. Three examples (Fig. 1) of fault notation are given as follow:

Example 1 (Transient fault) \( FM_1 = \{1 \times 10^{-4}, 1.0, 0.9, \text{Inverted}\} \). The duration time of this transient fault is \( 1/0.9 \approx 1.1 \) cycles on average.

Example 2 (Intermittent fault) \( FM_2 = \{1 \times 10^{-7}, 0.5, 0.0625, \text{Stack} \text{− at } \text{−} \text{−} \text{−} \} \). The duration of this intermittent fault is \( 1/0.0625 = 16 \) cycles on average. During this time, the value is impacted by the fault in half of the cycles on average.

Example 3 (Permanent faults) \( FM_3 = \{1 \times 10^{-10}, 1.0, \text{Stack} \text{− at −} \text{−} \} \). There is a new stack-at-1 fault every \( 10^{10} \) cycles on average and the fault never recovers (\( P_R = 0 \)). These faults are enable in every cycle after occurrence (\( P_L = 1 \)).

![Fault model examples. A circle means an error. 1-transient faults. 2-intermittent faults. 3-permanent faults](image)

When choosing a fault detection method, the impact of the testing procedure is also an important metric. ECC and assertions introduce additional delays, and BISTs have to isolate the components under tests with wrappers. The method proposed by [9][11] isolates one router with its ports while [22] and [19] totally stop the network before the testing. When only testing the link, [9] blocks the packets on the link.

B. Choosing Fault-tolerant Methods

Fault-tolerant methods can be classified into real-time tolerance, reconfiguration and retry.

Real-time tolerance. Methods correct faults at each cycle, e.g. error correction coding (ECC) and multi-sampling (MS). These methods have the capacity for fault detection and fault tolerance at the same time and they can cover transient, intermittent and permanent faults.

Reconfiguration. Faults are tolerated using the redundant resources in the network by reconfiguring routers or paths. Typical methods of this kind include triple modular redundancy (TMR), spare-wire (SW), split-transmission (ST), and fault-tolerant routing algorithms (FTR). To use these methods, faults must already have been diagnosed, hence they cannot work for transient faults.

Retry tolerance. Hop-to-hop retransmission and end-to-end retransmission cannot tolerate any persistent faults. Instead, they wait for the faults to disappear. Similarly, stochastic routing tries different paths at the same time and expects one of them can arrive correctly.

Typical methods are compared in Table III.

C. Comprehensive Design

As shown in table II and table III, using only one method cannot address all challenges on reliability. It is necessary to
combine different fault detection and fault-tolerant methods following the general flow shown in Figure 2.

The fault-tolerant flow contains four steps. At first, the faults in flits and control signals are detected and, if possible, corrected by real-time tolerance. Error correcting codes (on the data path), assertions (on the control path), triple modular redundancy and multi-sampling can be used in this step.

When faults are detected, a fault diagnosis process (step 2 in Figure 2) is triggered. It can also be triggered periodically. BIST is the most common method to run exhaustive tests.

Faults detected by the first two steps will be reported to the fault control unit. The fault control unit manages and configures different fault-tolerant methods. The fault control unit can be deployed centrally or distributively and located in each router and even each port. Reconfiguration methods will be called in this step. With increasing number of faults in the network, the strategy moves from router reconfiguration to path reconfiguration, because router configuration can maintain the topology but its fault-tolerance capacity is limited. If the faults cannot be recovered by router reconfiguration, fault-tolerant routing algorithms are called to reconfigure paths by abandoning links or routers.

The fourth step deals with faulty flits. Damaged flits have to be dropped and retransmitted. The fault-tolerant flow only drops packets. Retransmission is activated by a time-out of not acknowledged packets or handshake signals.

To design reliable FT NoCs, all four steps are necessary but in each step only one or two candidate methods are chosen. For example, designers can choose one method for the data path and one method for the control path protection in step one. Either hop-to-hop retransmission or end-to-end retransmission is enough to make sure that no packets are lost.

V. EVALUATION

We simulated a fault-tolerant design for an $8 \times 8$ mesh network where we implemented part of the comprehensive design flow, as shown in Figure 3. The FT NoC tolerates faults on the links between routers. It does not provide a complete solution for a FT NoC but it serves to demonstrate the comprehensive design flow and studies the effectiveness of several methods with respect to transient, intermittent and permanent faults.
a time-out. To reduce the number of retransmission packets and avoid congestion, only the first packets are retransmitted with timer overflow. In the simulation the time-out is set as 1000 cycles.

The original width of a flit is 128 bits and extended to 192 bits due to the Hamming(12,8) code protection. Including spare wires, the number of wires between two routers is 216 bits. The redundancy rates with and without spare-wire are 33.33% and 40.74% respectively.

B. Simulation Setup

The 8×8 network is simulated using a modified POPNET simulator. Each router contains five physical ports (Local, North, South, East, West). Ports on the Y-axis have two virtual channels and ports on X-axis have one virtual channel. Each virtual channel provides buffers for 12 flits at the input port. The network is simulated with a low injection of 0.01 packets/cycle/router in a random, uniform traffic pattern. A packet contains five flits.

Three fault models are exercised, each with only one kind of faults, transient, intermittent or permanent: \( FM_t = \{ P_O, 0.9, Inverted \} \), \( FM_i = \{ P_O, 0.01, 0.001, Inverted \} \) and \( FM_p = \{ P_O, 1, 0, Inverted \} \), respectively. For the permanent case, we simulate the steady state after the faults have accumulated to compress simulation time. Faults are injected according to \( P_O \), which is defined as the proportion of accumulated faults.

The following methods are simulated for comparison: 1) ECC; 2) ECC+FTR (Fault-tolerant Routing); 3) ECC+SW (Spare-wire); 4) ECC+SW+FTR, 5) ECC+SW+RT (Retransmission); 6) ECC+SW+RE+FTR. If SW is not used, any line with a permanent fault will be abandoned. XY-routing is implied in those methods without fault-tolerant routing algorithm.

The evaluation metrics are end-to-end latency, delivery rate, and retransmission time. End-to-end latency is the time from when a packet is injected into the network first time until this packet is successfully received, including all retransmissions. To measure the number of successful delivered packets, 30000 packets are injected into the network.

C. Simulation under Transient and Intermittent Fault

![Fig. 4: Simulation with transient fault \( FM = \{ P_O, 1, 0.9, Inverted \} \).](image)

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate the performance under transient and intermittent faults, respectively. Because spare-wire and fault-tolerant routing are used only when there is any permanent fault, the differences between the lines in each figure are due to retransmission. Thus, in the plots only two distinct lines are visible.

Retransmission can provide 100% delivery rate when facing transient faults \( P_O < 0.005 \) and intermittent faults \( P_O < 0.0001 \). However, for transient faults with \( P_O > 0.004 \) and for intermittent faults with \( P_O > 7.5 \times 10^{-5} \), the latency becomes excessive.

D. Simulation under Permanent Fault

In contrast to transient faults and intermittent faults, permanent faults accumulate over time. Faults are injected only at the beginning of the simulation according to the given \( P_O \).

The simulation results are drawn in Figure 6. At first, SW significantly increases the fault-tolerance capacity in the network. The delivery rate of ECC and ECC+FTR drops lower than 60% for \( P_O > 0.008 \) and \( P_O > 0.013 \), respectively. The methods with SW achieve delivery rates higher than 90% up to \( P_O = 0.028 \).

Comparing methods with and without FTR, the number of delivered packets can be increased by reconfiguring paths. In the best observed case, when \( P_O = 0.04 \), 13% more packets are delivered due to FTR. Moreover, FTR can reduce the number of retransmissions and the end-to-end latency by choosing another link at the second time.

At the beginning of the simulation, the network knows nothing about faults and discovers them using ECC and BIST. So some packets are rescued by retransmission. On the other hand, the improvement is limited. The original paths and retransmission paths of most packets are the same, because the faults do not change during simulation. With \( P_O = 0.04 \), only 0.6% packets are delivered due to retransmission.

Finally, comparing ECC+SW+RE+FTR to ECC+SW+RE with \( P_O > 0.028 \), no improvement is observed, because of deadlocks. Thus, to combine FTR with other methods, deadlocks and livelocks must be avoided or handled properly.

VI. Conclusion

Fault-tolerant design takes an important role in NoCs to overcome failures introduced by aggressive technology scaling. In this paper, we have introduced a design flow for FT NoCs and we have reported a first study in combining several methods. From the simulation results, we draw the following conclusions: 1) Retransmission can help to increase the number of delivered packets significantly for transient and
intermittent faults. 2) Spare-wire clearly increases the fault-tolerance capability but has significant overhead. 3) Fault-tolerant routing helps to tolerate more faults and reduces the overhead of retransmission and end-to-end latency, if deadlocks and livelocks are avoided.
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